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BIG TOP™ GROOMING 
TABLE

Big Top™ Grooming Table
Benefits:

Ergonomics were at the forefront when we developed 
this table. It effortlessly lifts the pet on a secure, coated 
table. The pivoting grooming arm adjusts to how YOU 
want to groom the pet. It’s so durable that it will
be your grooming partner for years! Shor-Line tables are 
designed for animal use only.

Features:
• Pivoting grooming arm travels 180° around the end of 

the table.
• The arm locks into five positions horizontally, any 

position between 22” and 39” vertically. The loop hook 
has six position choices. All features allow the groomer 
to operate the table efficiently and comfortably.

• Proprietary polyurethane coated table top provides a 
secure and comfortable surface for the pet. Plus, it’s 
durable and easy to clean.

• Smooth and quiet lifting system can be operated from 
both sides of the table.

• Other features include: leveling legs; powder coated 
heavy gauge steel construction; actuator lifts up to 200 
lbs. from 20” to 41” high and new, supersized 48”L x 
26”W table top.

Strongest Grooming Arm in the Industry!
We crafted our grooming tables with premium 
features that lasts decades... and then we gave 
you the color you asked for just for fun! All 
tables come with a black table and base color of 
your choice.

903.3220.53 Electric Lift, Plum Perfect 190 lbs.
903.3220.55 Electric Lift, Screamin’ Green 190 lbs.
903.3220.57 Electric Lift, Burnt Orange 190 lbs.
903.3220.59 Electric Lift, Electric Pink 190 lbs.
903.3220.61 Electric Lift, Silver Vein 190 lbs.
903.3220.63 Electric Lift, Shor-Line Blue 190 lbs.

Grooming Table Colors
All tables come with a black table and base color of your choice.

903.3220.65 Hydraulic Lift, Plum Perfect 145 lbs.
903.3220.66 Hydraulic Lift, Screamin’ Green 145 lbs.
903.3220.67 Hydraulic Lift, Burnt Orange 145 lbs.
903.3220.68 Hydraulic Lift, Electric Pink 145 lbs.
903.3220.69 Hydraulic Lift, Silver Vein 145 lbs.
903.3220.70 Hydraulic Lift, Shor-Line Blue 145 lbs.

•  Silicone ball at end of grooming arm protects pets and 
prevents floor damage.

• The ONLY CSA/UL listed grooming table. 


